
Basecamp is your starting point for personalized friction. This position will allow you 
to add additional friction on the fly and will easily transition to the the standard or 
alternative lock off.

PaliKoa Pivot Tech 
Guide

Technical rope work, such as climbing, rappelling or mountaineering, is potentially hazardous and cannot be made safe. Any person using 
Glacier Black equipment in any manner is personally responsible for learning the proper techniques involved, and assumes all risks and accepts 
full and complete responsibility for any and all damages or injuries of any kind, including death, which may result from misuse of any Glacier 
Black products. 

Before using this product, you must: 

- read and understand the Product Information. If you do not understand these instructions, do not use this product. 

- Become acquainted with the product’s capabilities and limitations. 

- Understand and accept the risks involved. 

Additionally, it is recommended that you get qualified instruction in its proper use. 

reading any printed material or watching videos does not qualify as a replacement for professional training. Contact the distributor, retailer,  
for more information related to direct end user training options. 

FAILUrE TO HEED ANY OF THESE WArNINGS MAY rESULT IN SEVErE INJUrY Or DEATH.



Pivot Mode is an alternate setting for descending.  This position will allow you to 
add additional friction on the fly and will easily transition to a lockoff.

PaliKoa Pivot Tech 
Guide

Technical rope work, such as climbing, rappelling or mountaineering, is potentially 
hazardous and cannot be made safe. Any person using Glacier Black equipment in any 
manner is personally responsible for learning the proper techniques involved, and 
assumes all risks and accepts full and complete responsibility for any and all damages or 
injuries of any kind, including death, which may result from misuse of any Glacier Black 
products. 

Before using this product, you must: 

- read and understand the Product Information. If you do not understand these 
instructions, do not use this product. 

- Become acquainted with the product’s capabilities and limitations. 

- Understand and accept the risks involved. 

Additionally, it is recommended that you get qualified instruction in its proper use. 

reading any printed material or watching videos does not qualify as a replacement for 
professional training. Contact the distributor, retailer,  for more information related to 

direct end user training options. 

FAILUrE TO HEED ANY OF THESE WArNINGS MAY rESULT IN SEVErE INJUrY Or DEATH.



Half Nelson is hooking the bottom left leg to add additional friction from Basecamp. 
This position will still allow you to add additional friction on the fly while still 
being able to use the standard lock off.

PaliKoa Pivot Tech 
Guide

Full Nelson is hooking both legs to add additional friction from Half Nelson. This 
position will still allow you to add additional friction on the fly while still being 
able to use the standard lock off.

Technical rope work, such as climbing, 
rappelling or mountaineering, is potentially 
hazardous and cannot be made safe. Any 
person using Glacier Black equipment in any 
manner is personally responsible for 
learning the proper techniques involved, and 
assumes all risks and accepts full and 
complete responsibility for any and all 

damages or injuries of any kind, including 
death, which may result from misuse of any 
Glacier Black products. 

Before using this product, you must: 

- read and understand the Product 
Information. If you do not understand these 
instructions, do not use this product. 

- Become acquainted with the product’s 
capabilities and limitations. 

- Understand and accept the risks involved. 

Additionally, it is recommended that you get 
qualified instruction in its proper use. 

reading any printed material or watching 
videos does not qualify as a replacement for 
professional training. Contact the 
distributor, retailer,  for more information 
related to direct end user training options. 

FAILUrE TO HEED ANY OF THESE WArNINGS 
MAY rESULT IN SEVErE INJUrY Or DEATH.


